Managed Service Provider TrueIT joins forces
with Dynamics partner to become a one-stop
shop for their customers’ solution needs
TrueIT
Founded in 2012, TrueIT is
a managed IT and software
development company focused
on accelerating SMB businesses
across the US. They implement
and support Microsoft 365,
Azure, and Dynamics 365 ERP
and CRM solutions to help
clients connect their business,
streamline operations, and free
up employees’ time for revenue
generation.
Summit Group Software
Founded in 2005, Summit
Group Software is an IT consulting company that implements
customer relationship management, financial management,
and operation management
solutions with the Dynamics 365
technology stack. In 2018, they
were acquired by TrueIT.

Situation
The rise of ERP cloud opportunities
From fleeting encounters to full-on
company mergers, alliances between
companies are nothing new. But as
SMBs continue searching for new
technology solutions to outpace
the competition, partnerships have
become the critical differentiator for
managed service providers. At least,
this was TrueIT’s discovery when
customer demand prompted them
to seek out support from one of their
managed clients.
With Azure and Microsoft 365
already in their skillset, TrueIT has
successfully maintained trusted
advisor relationships with longterm clients. But in 2017, they hit a
crossroad. The question became:
adapt or stick with the status quo?

As more SMBs digitally transform
aspects of their businesses, the
market for new cloud solutions is
only growing. And TrueIT wasn’t
the first to notice that ERP and CRM
systems were becoming the new
golden opportunities for cloud
service providers—especially with
the advent of Dynamics 365 Business
Central, Microsoft’s new SMB ERP
product. At the request of many
of their existing clients who were
naturally exploring the next step in
their cloud journey, TrueIT turned
to Summit Group Software—a top
regional Dynamics-only partner they
were managing—to help them take
the next natural step in their business.

Solution
TrueIT and Summit Group Software
discover they are better together
On your own, it’s nearly impossible to be an expert in
everything. But through a partner-to-partner relationship,
TrueIT could get that much closer to becoming a one-stop
shop for all their customer’s solution needs. That’s why
in 2018, they joined forces with Summit Group Software
to enhance the quality and variety of their services. Fast
forward two years, and the former Microsoft MSP is now
earning recurring cloud revenue of $94,000/month with
an added Dynamics 365 Business Central offering. This
uptick in revenue across all three of their cloud service
offerings was achieved while providing greater value to
their existing customer base.
Alongside TrueIT’s success, Summit Group Software’s
Dynamics clients have also happily followed them through
the acquisition, thrilled to gain one trusted consultant that
can cover their Azure, Office 365, and Dynamics needs—
all three cloud solutions rolled into one.

“It’s one thing to get a new MSP.
It’s another thing to get a new
MSP that also does your
accounting, your CRM, and your
software development. When
clients engage in all four services,
they receive better service quality
and we benefit from increased
customer stickiness.”
– Zac Paulson, CEO, TrueIT

Results
Making it real—a partner-to-partner success story
“It’s one thing to get a new MSP,” relates Zac Paulson. “It’s another thing to get a new
MSP that also does your accounting, your CRM, and your software development.
When clients engage in all four services, they receive better service quality and we
benefit from increased customer stickiness.”
The impact of Summit’s and TrueIT’s combined forces is testament to the power of
partnership. Having achieved monumental success among their customers who are
fully committed to the Microsoft Cloud, the company has since pivoted to embrace
another largely untapped opportunity with other Microsoft MSPs that do not have
Dynamics 365 expertise readily on hand. With trust and integrity as their guiding
principles, TrueIT has now met with 10 other kindred businesses that welcome the
invitation to partner as a way to bring ERP solutions to their interested customers.
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